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Government Solutions
Streamlined workflows. Tangible results. Miles ahead of the competition.

Increase Transparency and Access to Usable Data

In an increasingly data-driven world, governments are faced with a growing volume of 
data that resides in both their active and archived files. They’re also challenged with 
becoming electronic and transparent, allowing for information and records to be made 
searchable and reportable while remaining compliant with public disclosure regulations.  

With current technology, it is expected that information be processed timely and  
accurately, and that governments transform into an electronic administration.  Document  
management remains at the forefront of this movement, and state, local and federal  
government agencies alike are in a unique position to capitalize on improved automation 
that provides new services with these searchable and digital records.

Building Your Digital Database Efficiently and Securely

Quick access to all data has propelled governments to strive towards an e-administration 
and the building of a global knowledgebase to ensure immediate information retrieval 
and sharing.  However, because of privacy and confidentiality laws, all data cannot  
become public.  With A2iA’s unique ability to locate user-defined keywords and phrases  
anywhere on a page, redaction applications can speed their search and discovery  
process and declassify, or privatize records, with more speed and efficiency.  Manual  
document handling is reduced and key data becomes quickly accessible.

Forms, deeds, handwritten letters, payments and more – A2iA’s data extraction (OCR, 
ICR and IWR) toolkits automatically locate and extract critical information, while 
our powerful document sorting and indexing engines route the data throughout the  
administration.  Whether documents are shared interdepartmentally or externally for 
public use, they can be managed more effectively and more securely with A2iA, helping 
governments automate even the most complex workflows and facilitate the conversion 
of paper files to searchable digital documents.  

An Unmatched Added-Value

By allowing governments to eliminate manual keying and sorting, costly, manual labor  
can be cut from the budget and keyers can be deployed elsewhere for increased  
productivity. An added benefit of employing A2iA’s advanced recognition engines is 
the enhancement of privacy -- third-party interaction is eliminated, an especially critical  
step for confidential data in the military and defense space. Governments often handle  
documents with writing in various languages or with different country-specific writing 
styles and A2iA’s software toolkits are available in 24-country versions and 7 languages, 
for use with all types of writing, including cursive data. 
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